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1. INTRODUCTION: TOWARDS TEXTUAL LINGUISTICS

1.1. One of the major recent developments in linguistics is undoubtedly
the rapidly growing interest for the elaboration of a theory of texts and
'text grammars'. What first seemed to be merely a series of scattered and
rather marginal attempts to extend current sentence grammars, now
turns out to be a wide-spread and even well-programmed 'movement'
to establish a more adequate type of grammar.1

It is the aim of this paper to report briefly the main ideas underlying
this tendency, especially with respect to their methodological status within
the theory of linguistics, and to present a hypothetical framework for the
construction of explicit text grammars. In this early state of the investiga-
tion it will be specifically necessary to consider the possible heuristic and
theoretical models which could serve the elaboration of such grammars.
For historical surveys about work done in discourse analysis, text
grammars and related domains we refer to the literature cited in the
footnotes. Similarly, for the details of the descriptive, theoretical, and
methodological arguments in favour of textual linguistics.2

The motivations for the empirical and theoretical interest in the
description of the structures of discourse have been provided both within
linguistics and within such neighbouring disciplines as anthropology,
poetics, and social psychology (content analysis) (cf. van Dijk, 1971a, c,

* Paper contributed to section 11 (Methodology and Philosophy of Linguistics) of
the IVth International Congress for Logic, Methodology and Philosophy of Science,
Bucharest, 29.νΠΙ-4.ΙΧ.1971.
1 This movement takes shape, for instance, in a research group in textual linguistics
at the university of Constance (Western-Germany) having a very complete program of
research, publications and symposia. For information cf. the note in Linguistische
Berichte 13 (1971), 105-06, and those to appear in Foundations of Language and Poetics3.
Cf. van Dijk, Ihwe, Pet fi, and Rieser (1971).
2 A first survey is given by Hendricks (1967). More complete and systematic is Dressier
(1970). For detail, cf. Van Dijk (1971b, 1972a) and Ihwe (1972).
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1972b). A great part of valuable descriptive work and also some models
have been provided rather early in these disciplines, but we will here be
exclusively concerned with the proper linguistic aspects of text structure.
This restriction also has methodological reasons: the description of any
type of discourse has to be based on an explicit knowledge of its general
or specific linguistic properties as they are formalized in text grammars
and their (meta-) theory.

1.2. The current linguistic approaches to the study of texts can roughly be
divided into two directions, although the interest of recent suggestions
precisely has to be sought in the attempt to combine these different
orientations into one grammatical theory.

First of all there is the wish to describe discourses or texts in their own
right, and not merely as a collection of sentences. In that case it is the
text and not the sentence which is considered as the abstract basic unit
underlying the empirical performance unit of the utterance. Harris' 'dis-
course analysis' can be considered as an early descriptive attempt in this
direction, although it merely provides some rather superficial character-
istics of textual structure. Theoretically more adequate studies of this
type have recently been provided in Germany and the Soviet Union.

The second series of studies more closely relate with the central topics
discussed in current generative theory. They should be considered as
contributions to the extension of sentential grammars, in order to provide
more adequate descriptions of the different phenomena characterizing the
relations between connected (embedded, coordinated or subsequent)
sentences: anaphorical relations, definite articles, relative clauses, tense
consecution, modal adverbs, focus, topic and comment, presupposition
and entailment, and so on. The need felt here for the description of
discourse directly derives from the theoretical problems encountered in
the description of sentence structures.

The problem at issue, then, is the question whether textual structures
can be adequately accounted for by such 'extended sentence grammars'.
That is, can a generative sentence grammar in principle specify in a
consistent and relatively simple way, sequences of sentences with their
structures and the relevant grammatical relations and conditions that
hold between related sentences in a coherent text ? If it does, is there a
type of grammar which performs the same task in a more adequate way ?
And if it does not, which type of new grammar will be necessary to account
for the empirical facts, i.e. structures and relations in coherent texts.
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1.3. Such questions cannot be solved on aprioristic grounds and require
extensive methodological and empirical research. There must be adduced
explicit reasons, firstly, to take the text and not the sentence as a basic
abstract object for grammatical description and, secondly, there must be
decisive arguments for the assumption that current sentence grammars
cannot possibly account for all relevant textual structures.

The first set of reasons is of empirical nature and has often been given
now. Some of them may be listed here:

(a) The observable manifestations of language as a psychological and
social system, viz. utterances, are tokens of texts rather than tokens
of sentences.

(b) Native speakers are able to process (produce, receive, interpret) such
utterances as coherent wholes and not merely as a sequence of
(unrelated) sentences.

(c) Native speakers are able to recognize different types of relations
between the sentences constituting the text of which the discourse is
a performance realization. This fact enables them to differentiate
between grammatical and less grammatical texts.

(d) Native speakers are able to recognize different relations between
discourses which do not directly depend on the respective sentence
structures alone: paraphrases, abstracts, question/answer, inter-
textual reference, etc.

(e) Native speakers do not process discourses verbatim, e.g. by literal
recall and by programming sentence structures, but by the formation
of (underlying) macro-structures.

These few sociopsychological facts have to be explained by an adequate
theory of language, i.e. they are part of the empirical domain of linguistic
theories. Not treating them therefore may only be motivated by explicit
practical reasons of, say, feasibility with respect to the actual state of the
theory, not by unprincipled and arbitrary reduction of the domain.
Although the set of empirical phenomena which a theory is purported to
account for is pragmatically determined by the conventions in a given
discipline, we might, with e.g. Sanders (1969), speak of the 'natural
domain' of a linguistic theory. Thus, in order to provide the formal model
for the linguistic abilities listed above, a theory of language should
specify a type of grammar which does not have the sentence as its natural
domain, since relevant linguistic properties would then not be accounted
for. Similar arguments have earlier been brought forward by generative
grammar itself, against all types of 'word'-based grammars.
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Once adopted the text, or rather the infinite sets of possible texts and
their structures, as the natural domain of grammatical theory, it is
necessary to stress that this object is not (only) accounted for by a theory
of performance. That is, the rules and conditions underlying the ideal
production and reception of texts are systematic and not ad hoc or pro-
babilistic. They are therefore part of linguistic competence.

The second set of reasons which have led to the elaboration of text
grammars presuppose these empirical facts and are of a more formal
nature. We have to prove that S-grammars are inferior in weak and/or
strong descriptive (and explanatory) adequacy with respect to T-gram-
mars. Although a strict proof comparing different types of grammars can
only be given for completely formalized systems, there can be adduced
sufficient arguments for the descriptive inadequacy of S-grammars. The
important fact here is that T-grammars not only describe intersentential
and textual relations but also purport to yield more satisfactory des-
criptions of the traditional phenomena described by S-grammars. This
means that extant generative grammars would not simply constitute a
subset of rules (and categories) of future T-grammars, but would them-
selves first be highly modified. It is possible that thus only rather few
strictly intrasentential aspects would be accounted for by the S-component
of a T-grammar. Not only the well-known phenomena of cross-reference
enumerated earlier would fall under the special textual rules, but also
many rules of stress and intonation, many properly syntactic formation
and transformation rules (like e.g. topicalization), and probably all
semantic and lexical rules. That is, many of the traditional 'context'-free
or (sententially) 'context'-sensitive rules of the grammar turn out to be
'text'-sensitive.

1.4. As was remarked above, S-grammars and T-grammars can be
explicitly compared only if this last type is worked out in detail (and if
both are formalized). Given the empirical facts and the theoretical
assumptions mentioned in the previous paragraph, we may adopt the
hypothesis of Sanders (1969) that S-grammars are not 'natural theories' of
specific languages, because the infinite set of sentences is not a natural
domain since it is included in the infinite set of the well-formed texts of a
language. S-grammars thus satisfy the set of reducibility conditions with
respect to T-grammars: all their interpreted elements, their axioms,
and their rules are proper subsets of those of T-grammars.

In many of the attempts mentioned earlier this proof of proper
inclusion has not been provided. That is, although the existing generative
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S-grammar has been extended on several points, these extensions, e.g. by
complementary derivational constraints (rules, conditions), need not be
inconsistent with the axioms and the other rules. If an S-grammar
specifies, by rule schemata and/or recursive (initial) elements, sequences
of sentences and the set of conditions determining their coherence, they
are at least equivalent in weak generative capacity with postulated text
grammars, simply by reducing texts to linearly ordered sequences of
sentences. The proof to be given, then, has to show that

— T-grammars formulate these conditions in a more consistent and
a more simple way, and/or

— T-grammars describe structures which cannot possibly be described
by the axioms, categories and rules of such extended S-grammars.

The first point is not wholly of meta-theoretical nature alone. If we
adopt the hypothesis that a generative grammar in principle is a formal
model of idealized psychological abilities (competence) its relative
simplicity is somehow related with the mental capacities of native speakers.
It is clear that infinitely complex conditions (say of intersentential co-
herence in a longer text) must in principle be processable by humans if
the grammar has to provide an adequate model. Now, it can be shown
that any linear account of the (e.g. dependency) relations between
sentences in a coherent text leads to rules of an as yet unmatched com-
plexity, far beyond the limits of human linguistic competence. As an
informal example we may mention the set of relevant semantic relations
holding in a text: a speaker will normally be able to process (produce/
recognize/memorize, etc.) these relations between immediately subsequent
sentences and their respective deep structures, but in processing longer
texts he is unable to memorize all these relevant relations in order to
establish the global coherence of the text as a whole. Clearly, a process of
abstraction (formation of plans) is involved as modelled by the existence
of macro-rules and macro-structures in texts.3 This argument is probably
most decisive for the elaboration of an entirely different type of grammar,
excluding the simple 'extension' of S-grammar as advocated by the
mentioned linguists.

Here we arrive at the second part of the demonstrandum: can S-gram-
mars describe such macro-structures? If not, they are also on this point
inferior in strong generative capacity. Indeed, whereas it is rather

3 We cannot go into detail about the psychological implications of our claims. The
role of plans (or ΤΟΤΕ-units) has however generally been recognized. We consider
them as relevant a fortiori for the cognitive processing of macro-structures. Cf. Miller,
Galanter, and Pribram (1960).
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misleading to use one initial symbol (5) for the derivation of sequences
of sentences, it seems impossible to use the sentential initial symbol for
the derivation of very abstract underlying and sentence-independent
macro-structures. The categories (and rules) involved here can therefore
not possibly be derivable from it, hence Gs ^ GT. The general task of
T-grammars is thus twofold:
— they must specify the linear (surface) coherence relations/conditions

holding between sentences in a coherent text (thus providing more
adequate descriptions also of intra-sentential phenomena).

— they must specify macro-structures defining global coherence by the
introduction of specific axioms and categories, the formulation of
their formation and transformation rules and the rules relating macro-
or deep-structures with sentential (textual surface) structures.

Before we consider the possible models for these two specific compo-
nents of T-grammars, let us make some hypothetical remarks about their
possible form, rules and categories and their respective descriptive tasks.

2. SOME PROPERTIES OF T-GRAMMARS

2.1. One of the most striking aspects of the description of the relations
between sentences in a coherent text is the close interdependency of many
superficially rather diverse phenomena. Indeed, stress and intonation
seem to be dependent on the relations of identity and opposition between
semantic representations (van Dijk, 1972a). Similarly for the differentia-
tion between topic and comment, focus and syntactic order (Dahl, 1969).
The conditions determining pronominalization, relativization, definitivi-
zation are closely related, if not identical, and also depend on underlying
semantic representations of subsequent sentences or clauses.

Clearly, S-grammars can, and did, describe such conditions for complex
and compound sentences, especially with respect to pronominalization.4
It turns out that similar conditions hold for structurally (i.e. syntactically)
independent subsequent sentences which, while not dominated by one
S-symbol, are not accounted for by such grammars. We may therefore
consider the relations between clauses in complex or compound sentences
as special cases of the more general textual relations between sentences,
or rather between their underlying 'propositions' or 'logical forms', be
these described in syntactic or semantic terms. This implies that any

4 The literature on this subject is overwhelming at the moment. Cf. e.g. the contribu-
tion in Reibel and Shane (eds.) (1969) and the work of Postal. For fuller biographical
details, cf. Van Dijk (1972a).
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complex sentence can be paraphrased by a set of simple sentences. The
converse, however, is not always the case: not any well-formed sequence
of simple sentences can be reduced to a complex sentence with the same
meaning, as has often been assumed. Thus, an S-grammar not only
would arbitrarily exclude grammatical sequences of sentences from
linguistic description, but at the same time lacks some important features
of generalization.

2.2. An example may be found in the conditions determining pronomi-
nalization. These are generally based on the rather vague notion of
'referential identity', a term which in syntactically based grammars may
be made explicit only by such devices as indices, anaphoric features, or
the introduction of (bound) variables.5 We will see in the next section that
at this point models from mathematics and predicate logic lie at hand, but
we will restrict ourselves here to an informal description. Although many
pronouns denote the same referent as their antecedent(s), there are many
cases of pronominalization where referential and lexico-semantic relations
of identity, membership or inclusion may underlie the generation of
pronouns. Conversely, there are cases where pronominalization is impos-
sible although the condition of referential identity is fulfilled, for example
in cases of semantic contrast and possible anaphorical ambiguity. The
general rules for pronominalization as formulated by Langacker (1969)
are based on the syntactic properties of the primacy-relations 'preceding'
and 'commanding', defined for clauses, or rather for S-dominated
subgraphs of a derivational tree. According to these rules pronominaliza-
tion may take place (roughly) in forward direction and backwards if and
only if the antecedent (postcedent) commands the pronoun, i.e. if it is
part of a (non-conjunctive) S-dominated subtree also containing the S
which dominates the noun (noun phrase) which has to be pronominalized.
These rules provide correct predictions but lead to a paradox (the Bach-
Peters-Kuno paradox) when the NP's to be pronominalized contain
relative clauses with pronouns having identical reference with pronouns
contained in (the relative clause of) the antecedent or postcedent, thus
leading to infinite regress in mutual substitution of noun-phrases, like in
such sentences as The pilot who shot at it hit the Mig that chased Aim.6
Recent discussions have made clear that in such cases intricate structures

5 Concrete proposals of these different possibilities have been made by Palek (1968)
Karttunen(e.g.Karttunen, 1968), Isenberg (1971), Bellert (1970), and Kummer (1971a).
6 The discussion of this problem is extensive at the moment. Cf. e.g. Mönnich (1971)
and Karttunen (1971) followed by Kuroda (1971).
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of definite descriptions are involved at different levels of depth, and that
unambiguous reference can be made only to immediately dominating
NP's with their own descriptive 'scope'.

These conditions can probably be formulated in a much simpler and
more general way within a T-grammar. It turns out, for example, that
the notion of (syntactic) dominance in fact is probably derivable from
the relation of preceding, defined for subsequent 'sentences' (propositions)
underlying the surface structure of a text. Thus, (restrictive) relative
clauses are derivable from preceding sentences Si_i, 5Ί_2, ... where the
most deeply embedded Sx has the lowest index of order. When order is
not reflected in the depth of embedding we obtain ambiguous or semi-
grammatical sentences like the one mentioned above. At the same time
we are thus able to specify the temporal, causal and other semantic
relations between the clauses of complex sentences. A sentence like The
pilot who hit it shot at the Mig, is ungrammatical because it is derived
from the ungrammatical sequence The pilot hit the Mig. The pilot shot at
the Mig, where order (temporal succession) is linked with the relation
between cause and effect. The definite description of N(P) 's, then, is a
linear process of progressive specification, narrowing the possible
referential scope of the (pro-)noun, in general to a single individual or
class. However, natural language has some freedom in the application of
these rules (for detail, cf. Van Dijk, 1972e).

2.3. Most interesting of this type of textual description of pronouns (and
complex sentences) is the fact that the conditions for definitivization are
practically identical. Besides the pragmatico-referential condition stating
that the referent denoted by the NP is supposed by the speaker to be
known to the hearer, we have the syntactico-semantic conditions of
preceding, equivalence, inclusion, or membership relations between
lexemes or semantic representations in subsequent sentences of the text.
This establishment of so-called 'discourse referents' (Karttunen, 1969),
however, is not determined by the existence of connected lexemes in
previous sentences alone. The fact that in certain cases negation, counter-
factual and intentional operators or predicates do not lead to definitivi-
zation, demonstrates that 'identification' or 'existence' of referents
denoted by the lexemes, depends on the entire semantic representations
of Si, 82, ..., 5i_i and their relations with 5i.7

7 The relations between the logical theory of (definite) description and the conditions
of pronominalization and definitivizations are regularly commented upon in much
recent work. Cf. the work of Kummer (e.g. Kummer, 1971b, c), Wallace (1970),
Karttunen (1971) and many others. Cf. Van Dijk, 1972e.
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2.4. This conclusion can be drawn also from a description of the
mechanisms underlying irregular stress assignment, the identification of
focus and the differentiation between topic and comment. In all these
cases we must consider the structure of and the relations with semantic
representations of preceding sentences. Like for definitivization and
pronominalization, the identification of a topic is based on the 'definite
description' of (pre-)lexical elements in preceding propositions. Any
syntactic (superficial) description of these and related phenomena in
isolated sentences leads to unsatisfactory results (cf. Drubig, 1967;
Dahl, 1969).

2.5. It might be asked at this point already whether the global remarks
made above do not suggest a possible form of part of the T-grammar.
Indeed, if syntactic formation rules are determined by semantic structures,
it would be difficult to devise a surface (micro-structural, linear, or inter-
sentential) component of a text grammar which is not semantically
based. The relations between all elements of a sentence with previous
sentences are based on the sec of semantic relations. The selection of
conjunctions and temporal local and modal adverbs is a particularly
clear example of this semantic determination: their selection restrictions
are never intra-sentential.

2.6. There is a still stronger argument for the semantic basis of sentential
and intersentential structures. Our main hypothesis was that a grammar
also should specify macro-structures in order to explain the ability of
speakers to operate with (longer) texts. These macro-structures underlie
the set of semantic representations of the sentences of the texts and there-
fore are themselves of semantic or logico-semantic nature. Syntactic
categories in the traditional linguistic sense do not play a role at this level.
Already for reasons of simplicity, then, sentence deep structures in
T-grammars will be semantic since they are formed under 'control' of the
macro-structure, i.e. they are derived from them by a specific type of one-
many transformations, converting highly abstract prelexical configurations
(of lexicoids) into sets of possible lexemes. The character of these rules
is still fully obscure and can be made explicit only if we know more
about the nature of macro-structures.8

8 The form and type of T-grammars is a problem about which few research until now
has been done. Cf. the work of the group mentioned in note 1, especially Rieser (1971),
Ihwe (1971,1972), Petöfi (1971). Cf. Van Dijk (1972a).
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The need for macro-structures is intuitively easy to understand.
Without such 'global' underlying patterns, the formation of semantic
representations in sentences would be fully 'unorientated', determined
only by the structure of preceding semantic representations. The choice
of coherent lexemes is directly dependent on this process of semantic
formation, and is part of the superficial (stylistic) realization of the global
underlying structure. Rules for macro-structures, then, are not only
psychologically (cognitively) necessary but also theoretically indispens-
able : a text grammar of purely superficial and linear character would be
hopelessly complex, if it could be constructed at all. Since texts can be
interpreted, memorized, paraphrased as global 'wholes', these wholes
should have the form of (global) semantic representations, i.e. of a
phrase marker of some type (Lakoff, 1971). It is therefore impossible that
textual structure consists of an amalgam of 'summed up' sentential SR's:

n
SRi n 5^2 π ... n SRn, i.e. be u SRi. Neither the converse seems

i=l

to hold, although intuitively more plausible : we do not simply sum up
what is common to all the semantic representations of the sentences of

η
the text : u SRi. Such sets of texts are unordered and therefore do not

i=l

represent a semantic phrase marker (which is partially ordered). We
therefore need rules specifying functional relations within sentences and
between sentences, i.e. we will need sets of ordered pairs, triples ..., e.g.
an identity relation between the semantic subjects (e.g., agents, patients)
of subsequent sentences, or sets of relations determining the actions of
such actants and their interrelationships. These sets and relations may be
properly generated by global underlying structures having the form of a
phrase marker. Thus, if g(abc) is a proposition representing the global
structure of a textual semantic representation (e.g., verbalized as follows
MAN TRAVELS WITH WOMAN THROUGH ITALY) it must generate the
Cartesian product G χ Α χ Β X C of sets like, {to travel, to go, to walk,
to drive, ...}, {man, he, Peter, husband,...}, {woman, she, Mary, wife,...},
{Italy, town, country, roads, houses, people, ...}, of which the respective
elements are related in the form of sentential phrase markers, e.g. walk
(he, her, Perugia), etc.

We notice that the relations between deep or macro-structures of texts
and surface sentential structures are not well-defined (determinate): the
formation of SR's and the selection of lexemes is rather free, be it globally
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within the framework ('plan') generated by the base rules. The status of
the rules relating macro- and micro-structures must still be defined.
They cannot simply be 'meaning-preserving5 transformations in the
traditional sense. They do not change the structure of a string, but map
(sets of) macro-lexicoids and their relations onto sets of micro-lexicoids
and their relations, i.e. textual phrase markers onto (sets of) sentential
ones.

The hypothesis that textual deep structure is a simple or complex
(macro-) semantic phrase-marker, or perhaps a partially ordered n-tuple
of phrase-markers, <Pi, P%, ... P»>, where PI underlies Pz, Pz underlies
PS and Pn-i underlies Pn, leaves us with the task to identify terms
(categories) and relations (functions, rules) defining these underlying
structures.

The theoretical elements of the semantic language describing macro-
structures might represent, e.g., sets of persons, sets of (inanimate
objects, sets of characteristics (states, attributes), sets of actions, processes
and events, time and place points and sets of modal (and perhaps
pragmatic or 'performative') categories, where the relations are defined
by the sets of actions, processes and events. It is clear that at this level of
abstraction we do not have categories determining linear structure
(i.e. immediate constituents) but an abstract relational structure between
semantic terms. In this respect text deep-structures are analogous
(isomorphous) with (semantic) sentence deep-structures. If this is true,
our system would be characterized by a highly important generalization:
textual base rules would be of the same type as sentential base rules. In
that case we may use S-grammars as partial models for T-grammars, as
we shall see in the next section. At the same time it would provide a
simple competence model: the rules learned to produce texts are partially
identical with those to produce sentences. This hypothesis merits extensive
theoretical elaboration, because it will elucidate the thorny problems of
the relations between textual deep and surface structures, and the status
of sentences within text grammars. We can then try to attack the problems
concerning the global derivational constraints (transformations) trans-
ducing macro-structures into micro-structures.

3. MODELS FOR T-GRAMMARS

3.1. Having outlined above a rough sketch of the components of postu-
lated texts grammars, we will now consider different models for an ade-
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quate description of structures and relations in texts, in view of explicit
notation and of future formalization.

Let us first briefly state which types of models we have in mind here,
since the concept of model, more than ever, is becoming so general that
we cannot use it without serious ambiguities.9

3.2. The role of models in our research can be understood only if we
begin to recall the reasons which have led to the construction of text
grammars. First of all we wanted to provide a linguistic description of the
structure of a conceptual entity, called 'text', manifesting itself empirically
as a phonetic or graphical utterance (discourse). The pragmatic motiva-
tion is that such descriptions may lead to the understanding of the func-
tions of texts in the different systems of communicative interaction in
society. Secondly, text grammars have been postulated to resolve properly
linguistic (or psycholinguistic) problems, e.g. about the structure of
sentences and their interrelations as regular (ideal) manifestations of
language systems or idealized psychological abilities. Given the fact that
hardly any explicit knowledge has been acquired about the linguistic
structures of texts, we intend to construct a theory of such objects.
Working within linguistics, we therefore adopt the series of current
methodological procedures. That is, we consider texts as abstract products
of a system of rules (of a natural language) and will try to make explicit
these rules in a grammar, as a specific type of (partial) theory, viz. an
algorithm. We therefore must recognize the different modelling capa-
cities of such types of explicit theories in linguistics: the grammar being
a model of the system of a natural language, or of idealized abilities of a
native speaker to produce and to interpret grammatical and appropriate
(acceptable) utterances. A text grammar, like any grammar, is thus
itself a theoretical model of conceptualized (abstract, ideal) systems.

However, within linguistics we already have some knowledge about
S-grammars, but we do not know what T-grammars will look like. Be-
cause there are no a priori reasons why T-grammars would be of a fully
different type, we might use heuristically a specific type of S-grammar,
e.g. a semantically based generative-transformational grammar (e.g. as
outlined in Lakoff, 1971; and Rohrer, 1971) for their hypothetic con-
struction. In that case we make use of the very general principle deter-
mining analogical models: texts and sentences are both linguistic objects
constructed by phonemes, morphemes, syntagms clauses, etc., and since

9 We may refer selectively to the work done about the theory of models by Apostel.
(1960), Chao (1962), Black (1962), Hesse (1966), Bertels and Nauta (1969), Nautap (1970)
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texts consist of one or more sentences their theory will very likely be
partially identical with a theory of sentences. But not only this inclusion
relation but the form of the grammar itself, its components, categories
and rules, may also serve as heuristic tools. An example is the distinction
between deep and surface structure and the isomorphy between sentential
and textual semantic representations (deep structures). We here meet the
intricate reduction relations between two theories: it is possible that, once
constructed a T-grammar in analogy with S-grammar, we may reduce
S-grammars to T-grammars, because these alone formulate rules for all
the relevant properties of sentences.

Besides this global theoretical model provided within linguistics
proper by a generative (S-)grammar, we may use different formal
models. We may want to use mathematical and logical languages to
make explicit specific structures and relations described by text grammars.
Since linear coherence is partly determined by relations of lexico-semantic
inclusion we may use e.g. different set-theoretical models. A predicate
logic (normal, modal, intensional) may be used for the formalization of
different identity relations between noun-phrases in subsequent sentences
and for the formalization of the relational structure of macro-semantic
representations. The (part of the) grammar itself, then, is a realization
model of the formalized system. Similarly, generative grammars them-
selves are considered as realizations of the theory of semi-groups or of
semi-thue-systems, which a formalized theory of grammar may take as
analogical models.

3.3. Linguistic Models

3.3.1. The first model, then, is taken from within linguistic proper: a
(modified) generative sentence grammar is said to form not only a part
of a T-grammar but in principle represents at the micro-level the form
of a T-grammar designed for macro-structures. However, the heuristic
value of such a model may not obscure the differences in the categories
and rules used in T-grammars. The major difference as we saw, is the fact
that, with respect to classical transformational theory and its (revised or
extended) standard model, textual deep structures are identified with their
macro-semantic structure. There are no syntactic base rules in T-gram-
mars (other, of course, than the formal semantic formation rules, i.e., the
'syntax' of the semantic language). Generative semantics has designed
some hypothetic models for semantically based (S-)grammars and in this,
still very tentative, linguistic domain, a T-grammar may look for models
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for its base component.10 For the surface (inter-)sentential component we
might in principle use syntactically based grammars, but for reasons of
coherence and simplicity we use the same model for deep and surface
structure components. The surface component will no longer retain us
here because it is virtually identical with an extended form of S-grammar.
Notice however that many problems are of intersentential nature and
therefore their description is given for sequences of sentences, not for
isolated sentences. Initial rules (Initial rule schemata) of the type # S #
_» s (S #)n (n ^ 1), where '&' represents any connective element (in-
cluded the zero-connection (parataxis), may generate these sequences.
The conditions of concatenation are partially identical with those for the
combination of clauses in complex or compound sentences. However, it
is assumed that these are derived from sequences, which will probably
imply a re-introduction of the traditional generalized transformations.
Embedding, presumably, is thus a result of rather late transformations.

3.3.2. The main theoretical problem, then, is a possible linguistic model
for macro-structures. First of all, any syntactico-semantic or semantic
model using syntactic PS-categories like NP, PredP, VP, etc. will of
course be irrelevant at this level of abstraction. There are only two sets or
related proposals: the actant-models of Tesniere-Greimas-Heger and
the different types of case-grammar of Fillmore-Halliday-Chafe, which
seem to be possible candidates for primary conceptualization of macro-
structures. In the first system (cf. Tesniere, 1959; Greimas, 1966) we find
a differentiation of such opposite categories as sujet-objet, destinateur-
destinataire, adjuvant-opposant, between which the relations are defined
intuitively as 'roles' in the sentence (or text, like with Greimas). 'Verbs'
(predicates, attributes) are normally said to be static or dynamic, re-
presenting states and actions (processes, events) respectively. No rules
are given for the introduction/definition of these categories and for their
interrelations. Heger (1967) proposes a recursive "modele actantiel",
which is more complete and explicit. A predicative functor is analyzed as
a «-place relator and a set of w-actants. He compares some of his
categories with those of Fillmore (1968,1970), who describes a modalized
proposition with the aid of the following categories: Agentive, Instru-
mental, Dative, Factitive, Locative and Objective. Additional cases, he
10 We suppose to be known here the recent discussions about the status of 'generative
semantics', its claim and proposals as made by McCawley, Lakoff, Ross, a.o. and
the partially justified criticism by Katz, Chomsky (cf. e.g. Chomsky, 1970) and others.
We will not enter into these discussions here. We have taken a semantically based model
because it is the one which suits best our theoretical purpose.
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says, will surely be needed (Fillmore, 1968: 24-25). Notice that the status
of these cases is not wholly clear: their definition is intuitive and semantic,
their use however is clearly syntactic, because they dominate 'case-NP'
categories. We will not go, here, into the deficiences of this system for
syntactic description, only retain its possible merit for the establishment
of semantic deep structure categories. Chafe (1970) takes different verb-
types (states, processes, actions) as functional nucleus of a proposition
and relates them whith such categories as patient, agent, experiencer,
beneficiary, instrument, complement, location. Halliday (1970) finally
uses such 'participant' roles as actor, goal, beneficiary, instrument,
circumstantial.

3.3.3. In these proposals a number of categories are common, certain
others may be translated or reduced to others. However, the importance
not so much lies in their simple listing, even when used for the semantic
('logical') characterization of 'parts of speech' in sentences, but in the
type of their relations. A result in most approaches is the centrality of the
verb-predicate, which actually determines the roles. In John hits Peter
and John hears Peter, agent and patient are different, although mapped
onto identical syntactic structures. In Chafe's derivations the roles have
relations of dominance: agent for example normally dominates instru-
mental.

The problems of derivation are serious here. Instrumentals may appear
without (apparent) agents (like in Peter was killed by a bullet, or The
bullet killed Peter) or agents may be related with Instrumentals without
patient (or goal) (like in John killed with a knife) etc. The hierarchical
structure, thus, seems rather weak, and may perhaps simply be represented
as a set of relations where the relation is defined by the actantial category
with respect to the verb predicate like in the following informal and
incomplete derivational steps

(1) (i) proposition -» predicate (actanti, actanta, ..., actantn)
(ii) predicate

(iii) actanti

action

agent
patient

However, it is possible that certain categories are 'integrated' in the verb/
predicate (like in to strangle, to stabb) which would suggest introduction
of complex action or event categories, which first demand for analysis
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Having thus briefly indicated some possible linguistic models for our
list of primitive semantic terms (which need further definition, reduction,
etc.) we now clearly need models for the explicitation of their apparent
relational structure. We will see in the next paragraphs that a relational
logic naturally can serve as a provisional model.

3.3.4. We finally should notice that there is a close interrelation between
these types of functional models and the theory of narrative. Actually,
many suggestions for the form of macro-structures in texts derive from
the recent developments in the structural analysis of narrative (cf. Ihwe,
1971; van Dijk, 1972a, 1972b). We do not elaborate this topic here, but
it is interesting to see that informal suggestions from a more particular
theory serve as a model for the empirical scope and the form of linguistic
grammar.

3.4. Logical Models

3.4.1. The use of logical models in present-day linguistics is extensive
but has not been without methodological problems. Like for all formal
models, it is necessary to be clearly aware of the fact that we must
represent linguistic structures not logical structures. Although simplifi-
cation, idealization and reduction is inevitable in any process of theory
formation and especially in formalization, the use of logical models may
not obscure relevant linguistic facts. The use of classical propositional
and predicate calculi often obscured the role of such important
linguistic categories as articles, adverbs, conjunctions, mood, time,
aspect, etc. and often neglected the hierarchical structure of the syntax
of the sentences represented. The introduction of the more powerful
(i.e. precisely 'weak' and 'flexible') modal systems obviously has
greater promises for linguistic description. The relatedness between
grammar and logic, recently re-emphasized by Lakoff (1970), is evident
and trivial for any formalized theory. Moreover, since logic originated in
systems for reasoning in natural language it is also clear that even modern
systems of logic will still represent some idealized structures of natural
language. However, modern propositional logic only deals with proposi-
tions consisting of meaningless variables and their truth values, it will
hardly be able to yield a model for the linguistic relations between
(meaningful) sentences and their underlying 'logical forms'. The deductive
rules of propositional logic, then, have value only when the variables
are substitutable by constants from a coherent universe of discourse.
This is why all types of predicate logic have until now, together with set
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theory, dominated as heuristic, descriptive or formalizing models in
linguistics, since they make explicit the internal structure of propositions.11

3.4.2. Even in modern logic, however, there is a striking fact which
seems to temper any optimism about its use in text grammar: both
propositional and predicate logical systems are of the 'sentence'-type.
That is, rules are formulated for the formation of well-formed (complex)
propositional formula and rules for their deductive relationships. The
basic unit in the formal sciences, thus, is the proposition and not the
(macro-)structure over propositions, which is the proof, derivation, or
similar structures. At the level of syntactical calculus this does not matter,
since only the rules of direct (linear) deduction apply. However, as soon
as we want to give some semantic (intensional or extensional) interpreta-
tion of a structure, we deal with conditions of completeness, coherence
and consistency, for which the proofs, of course, are not given for isolated
propositions but for sequences (systems) of interrelated propositions.

Although logical reasoning is remote from reasoning in natural
language we thus have some clues for the demonstration of the superficial
(intersentential) coherence of texts: relations of equivalence and inference
also relate the sentences in a discourse, be it mostly in an inductive and
rarely in a deductive way. Formal (intensional) semantics, however, is
restricted to the latter type of relationships, using for example relations
between explicit meaning postulates (as they are formally provided by the
lexicon, or represented by feature matrices of semantic primitive
categories). The linear coherence of a discourse like: Everybody at the
office has gone out for lunch. Johnson must also have lunch now. can be
demonstrated logically (by a rule of particularization) if we insert the
presupposition John is a man of the office. We see that the sentences
preceding a sentence Si in a coherent text serve as a set of premises for
grammatically continuing it; that is, this sentence has to be, ideally,
consistent with Si, Sk, .··, Si_i. Most types of discourse, however, have
only occasional instances of such (deductive) reasoning, and even then it
is partially implicit such that entailments and presuppositions are left for
the reader in order to reconstruct textual coherence. It might be asked
to what extent these should be considered as parts of the logical form of

11 The use of predicate logic has become current practice particularly since the devel-
opment of generative semantics. The only systematic application of it has been made by
Rohrer (1971). In text grammar especially by Kummer (1971a, b, c). For detail, cf.
Van Dijk, 1972e.
N.B. At the time this article was written we had no access to the important work
of Keenan.
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textual surface structures. Normally the relations between sentences of a
discourse are established by relations of identity (like in pronominaliza-
tion) equivalence (definite noun phrases and pronouns, synonyms,
paraphrases) membership and inclusion between (pre-)lexical elements.
A text like John was walking in town. The streets were empty, is gram
matical because street e town, which can be made explicit by lexical rules
in the following way: 'for every x: if χ is a town, then χ has streets;
there is a town, therefore it has streets'. In general, then, the lexical rule
is the premiss representing the universal statement, whereas the previous
sentence(s) form the particular conditions. The sentence in question is
grammatical if it (or its presupposition) follows as a conclusion by rule
(e.g. modus ponens). This conclusion not only permits the regular
introduction of a noun (argument) but also its definite character, which
can be explained by the implicit presence of the presupposition following
from the lexical rule and the preceding sentences of the text (cf. Dahl,
1969). Presuppositions, as we see, can be described only in text grammars
because only these specify explicitly, as logical forms of preceding sen-
tences, the conditions of the well-formedness of a given sentence. A
complex sentence like John knows Mary is ill, can thus be derived from the
text Mary is ill. John knows that, where the presupposition is simply a
preceding sentence. However, the sentence Mary is ill is not presupposed
by John pretends that Mary is ill, where £2 is under the scope of the
performative verb of Si, which does not imply its truth. Similarly, in the
more complex sentence, cited by Lakoff (1970: 181): Max pretended that
he realized that he was sick, which in fact is ambiguous since it can be
derived from the following underlying texts: (i) Max was sick. Max
pretended: Max realized that, or from (ii) Max pretended: (Max is sick.
Max realized that). In the first case Max was sick is a presupposition, and
in the second case it is not, because it falls under the scope of to pretend.

3.4.3. Similar remarks may be made for sequences of modalized sen-
tences. Notice that modal verbs or adverbs, represented by operators
of different types, may have a whole sequence of sentences as their
scope. We will not further study these logical models here, since — as far
as they are relevant for relations between sentences — they have already
been studied elsewhere. Their role in textual grammar, as was stated
above, is obvious, since only these grammars specify coherent sequences
of sentences (cf. Kummer, 1971c).

Notice further the possible role of systems of deontic logic for the
description of textual surface structures. Intersentential relations not
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only are subject to rules for (existential) truth values and for modal and
temporal coherence (where, e.g., tense logic will be of importance) (cf.
Rescher, 1968), but also to rules relating the 'actions' represented in the
semantic structures. In the scope of predicates indicating permission it
will not be possible to generate predicates expressing obligation, and so
on. Such a model will be of particular interest for the description of
narrative texts.

3.4.4. Let us return briefly to the structure of macro-representations and
their possible logical models. Since we here deal with abstract relations
between actants, a relational logic may be used. In treatises of logic such
use is often made for the symbolization of sentence structures. Similarly,
current generative semantics makes extensive applications of such
notations. Our hypothesis is trivial: textual deep structures are supposed
to be formalizable in the same way. Some aspects and problems will be
mentioned briefly here.

In general underlying macro-structure is considered as a (macro-)
proposition modified by performative and modal operators. The pro-
position itself is formed by an η-place predicate and a set of (bound)
variables, where the relation is expressed by the order of the arguments.
However, this order is purely linear and does not indicate hierarchical
relations between the arguments. Traditionally this order mirrors
roughly the syntax of natural language: subject, object, indirect object,
complements (see Reichenbach, 1947), Obviously these surface cate-
gories and their order are irrelevant for abstract semantic description.
We therefore need a strict semantical syntax relating the different
categories like agent, patient, object, instrument with the respective
argument-variables. Otherwise it is impossible to make explicit such
paraphrases as X receives Υ from Ζ ~ Ζ gives Υ to X, with the following
structure: Action (Agent, Object, Patient) implying that receive and give
must be (Lexicas) converses, and that the categories are replaced by
different variables or constants to generate the two different verbs:

Action (Agent, Object, Patient) ~ Action (Agent, Object,
h ( x , y , ζ ) ~ f i ( z , y ,

Patient)
x )

Notice that when the roles are not specified like in h(x,y,z) h (z,y,x), the
paraphrase does not necessarily hold: the following paraphrase is ill-
formed:
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John goes with Peter to Paris c^
χ g y z

*Paris comes with Peter from John
z g y z

The rules of formation of the semantic language (be they for sentences/
propositions or macro-structures) therefore require explication of
ordering relations by specifying, e.g., Argumenti as Agent, Argument2
as Object, etc. There are a great number of unresolved theoretical prob-
lems here (e.g. about the number of the primitive categories and their
possible hierarchical structure or mutual presupposition), which we will
not treat. We only want to show that current relational logic is probably
too poor to represent the character of the ordered pairs, triples, ...
underlying semantic proposition. We might however formalize functional
roles by coordinate specification of the following type:

h(x, y) & Action (h) & Patient (x) & Agent (y).

or by introducing them as a type of functional operators, e.g. as follows:

Ag (y) Pat (x) [h (x, y)].

Clearly these suggestions are fully speculative and ad hoc, and only
indicate some possibiliites for introducing names of relations into the
representation. For instance, introducing them as operators does not
remind in any way of the use of quantifiers (or even scalar predicates)
limiting the domain of validity for the variables to a certain constant
class of Agents, Patients, etc. The problem is not easy to solve because
logical theory itself is hardly explicit about the status of the different
argument places of a relation. Its differentiation, e.g. as given by Carnap
(1958: 72f.), of first, second, ... domain of a relation, is based on such
intuitive definitions as 'the individual who bears the relation to ...',
'the individual to whom the relation bears', ... etc. Difficulties arise here
for 3-place relations, but also for such relations as to get, to suffer from,
etc. Carnap's definitions of the first member of a relation e.g. by the
predicate expression memi (R), as mem\ (H) (x) = [ y) Hxy], and
of mem2 (R) as mem^ (H) (x) = [(3 y) Hyx], do not seem to be of any
help to define the functions (roles) of the arguments with respect to the
(η-replace) predicate. The functional roles agent, patient, etc. should be
defined (or introduced) independently of the other arguments, and only
with respect to the predicate. Thus we would have, when taking 'to be an
agent of H' as a predicate expression (where Agent is a functor), some-
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thing like: Agent (H) (x) = [(3H) φ (-3Γ,Η)], where φ is a higher predicate
like 'to accomplish', 'to instigate', 'to be the origin of. Clearly, such
definitions belong to the metatheory of semantics, and we simply might
accept agent as a primitive. This result is somewhat poor, but logical
theory as far as we know has not provided more explicit models for the
characterization of different types of relations. Reichenbach (1947: 229)
employs the α-method for the derivation of some specific second-type
formula (like (3 f) f (x)). The V, then, is a relation of the second type to
define f (x) as follows: α [/>], where α is merely a logical constant ex-
pressing that/and x have a mutual relation. Similarly, the relations agent,
patient are to be defined as constants combined with η-place predicates
and individual variables. Surely we here are more close to the aims of our
description, because we would like to have a closed, rather small, class
of actants. In that case they can hardly be represented by variables of the
second order like the φ introduced earlier. They are constants of semantic
theory and a logical model will have to account for this status. We will
not go further into these intricate matters here.

3.4.5. After these remarks about the possible structure of the macro-
proposition underlying a simple text (several propositions would underlie
complex or compound texts), it may be assumed that other logical aspects
of (macro-) sentences may be modelled in a similar way. First of all we
will need a set of quantifiers to bind the variables of the proposition.
Besides the existential and universal operators, we will surely need oper-
ators for (in)definite descriptions. Intuitively a whole text may 'speak
about' a definite (unique, identified) individual, as determined by inter-
textual or pragmatico-referential presuppositions, or an indefinite indi-
vidual, like for example in narrative texts (cf. Once upon a time there was
a king ..., the initial formula of fairy tales).

Notice that indefiniteness for the whole text does not imply indefi-
niteness for the same individual as realized in the sentences of the text.
Once introduced as a discourse referent, an individual is properly iden-
tified (at least within one 'possible world' established by the semantic
representations).

It is possible that other restrictions are somehow related with the
operators, for example fictitious or intentional existence, without which
the truth value of many texts (novels, dreams, and other counterfactuals)
would pose some problems. These should be introduced in the macro-
representation, since they have the whole text as their scope. In the same
way we perhaps might introduce time- and place-operators as semantic
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correspondences for the pragmatic operators of time and place. We here
briefly meet the problem of the relations between the semantic and the
pragmatic components of grammatical description.12

At the same level we may specify the set of what can be called the
'typological' constants (or variables?) as 'assertion', 'question', 'imper-
ative', which also have the entire text as their scope. These are related with
the type of speech act in which they are embedded. At the formal
semantic level they may figure either as operators (constants) or as explicit
'hyper'-propositions. Dominated by these we find a set of modal oper-
ators, having the nuclear proposition as their scope: 'factual', 'possible',
'probable', 'necessary', etc., for which a rich series of logical models can
now be provided. The implications of these modal operators and rules of
usage are interesting for a theory of text grammars. For instance, a text
having 'probable' (PROB) or 'fictitious (FICT) as its macro-operator
may have modally necessary sentences, but their truth value is restricted
to these probable or fictitious worlds, and do not have an interpretation
in the object (zero level) world of the speech act producing the text. This
very interesting (logical) conclusion is particularly valuable for the textual
description of e.g., literary texts, where sometimes apparently 'real'
individuals (names of well-known, historical persons or towns), are
realized. When placed under the scope of a fictitious operator they
thereby automatically acquire the status of fictious persons and places.
We see that the lengthy ontological discussion about 'reality' in literature
should be founded at least on a sound logical basis.

3.5. Mathematical Models

3.5.1. After this (too) short discussion of some logical models for the
description of semantic (macro-)structures, let us now turn to the possible
use of mathematical models for text grammars. These, of course, are
closely related with the logical models, and what was said about properties
and relations may of course also be reformulated in terms of set theory.
We will use mathematical models especially for the description of textual

12 The important recent attention for the role of pragmatics in a semiotic theory like
linguistic theory (and grammar) cannot be dealt with here. Notice recent proposals
about a 'communicatice competence', containing the systematic rules regulating the
ability to use texts/utterances 'appropriately'. See Wunderlich (1971), Stalnaker (1970)
and Van Dijk (1972a: Ch. 9). Related with this topic are the 'typological' aspects of
texts as defined by different types of speech acts. Philosophy of language would here
supply valuable, although rather informal, models. For a general discussion about
typologies of texts see Van Dijk, 1972c.
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surface structures, i.e. for the characterization of linearly ordered
sequences of sentences and their properties. As for the application of
logical models it should be underlined that formalizing at this level presup-
poses preliminary knowledge of the linguistic properties to be investigated.
We do not normally construct a calculus without having already some
interpretation in mind, although many mathematical systems may some-
how receive a linguistic interpretation. Nevertheless, we are interested
in those systems which produce some insight into abstract structures, not
merely in trivial translations by the substitutions of variables by linguistic
units of some kind. More specifically we will be interested here in the
properties of textual structures and their grammar which do not directly
derive from our knowledge of sentential structures and grammars. This
kind of investigation is clearly still in an embryonic stage. It is impossible
to review here the whole set of models already used in mathematical
linguistics for the description of (intra-)sentential structures, e.g., of
phonemic and syntactic systems of definition, identification, context-free
and context-sensitive concatenation,13 etc. It is well-known that models
for semantic systems are still rare, with the exception of very clear-cut
subsystems as those of kinship-terms, number-names, etc. This faces us
with serious problems since our hypothesis was that textual coherence is
based on sets of semantic micro- and macro-relations. The following
survey, then, has merely an explorative character and is neither mathe-
matically nor linguistically explicit. It merely matches some hypothetical
textual structures with possible mathematical systems.

3.5.2. Proceeding from the most general properties to more particular
ones, we may first try to find some characterization of the language
generated by the hypothetical text grammars, especially in relation with
the existing S-languages.

Traditionally a natural language has been characterized as a subset L
of the set Σ (V) of all possible strings over a finite vocabulary V9 being
the lexicon ofthat language; Σ (V), then, is a (free) semigroup based on
the binary operation of concatenation. At this general level both LS, being
the set of sentential strings and LT, being the set of textual strings, are
subsets of Σ (V).

However, we know that not any combination of grammatical sentences
(i.e. of members of LS) are admissible texts of a language. Thus LT is a
subset of the semi-group T(L$) defining the set of all possible sentence

13 For an early survey, cf. Chomsky (1963); further see Gross and Lentin (1967).
Marcus (1967) Schnelle (1968), Edmundson (1967) and, recently, Brainerd (1971).
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concatenations of a language LS into sequences (cf. Palek, 1968). Clearly
LS c LT is true because any sentence of LS is by definition a possible
element of the set of texts consisting of one sentence, which is a subset of
LT. The grammar Gs is the formal device separating LS from Z (V) by
enumerating and formally reconstructing any of the elements of LS and
not the other strings of Σ (V). Similarly, for a grammar GT with respect
toLTand T(Lz).

As is well-known an (S-)grammar for a natural language can be consi-
dered as an 4-tuple <FN, FT, R, Sy of a non-terminal vocabulary (FN),
a distinct terminal vocabulary (FT), a set of rules (R) and a specific initial
element S (S e FN). Similarly, a text grammar may be considered as the
4-tuple < F^, FT, R', Γ>, where Τ e FN and where FN π FT = 0. One of
the tasks of a theory of grammar is to compare these two systems. The
hypothesis is that the following relations hold: FN c F^, FT = V{
and R <= R'9 i.e. the two grammars have the same lexicon, share a number
of theoretical categories and share a number of rules. We may construct
an intermediate system G^, viz a sequential grammar or extended S-
grammar, as a 4-tuple < F£, FT, R", £,> where R" — R is the set of rules
(conditions) defining the grammatical relations between the sentences of
GS in a sequence, and where F^ — FN is the set of non-terminal symbols
used to define these relations. We must demonstrate further that GT Φ
GS e.g. by proving that F^ ^ F£ and R' Φ R".

3.5.3. Of course, the tasks formulated above are not easily accomplished,
because they require that we introduce categories and that we construct
rules which are necessary for the enumeration and description of the
elements of LT, and which do not belong to Gs or to Gs'.

Palek (1968) was the first who used a mathematical model to demon-
strate that Gs and G$ are not identical, e.g. by proving that G^ neces-
sarily contains at least a set of elements (for describing cross-reference)
which is not included in FN (or R) of GS. He states that this set is only
a part of the necessary extension of GS: there are other means for the
description of coherence between the sentences of a text. He first sets up
a system for the identification of the terms of cross-reference by (a) defining
different occurrences of the same naming unit in subsequent strings and
by (b) relating these with a system of denotata, consisting of unique
individuals or classes of individuals, with the aid of a specific denotative
function ψ. The mechanism of cross-reference can thus be reduced to a
description of the set of relations between the denotata entering into this
function. The system R of relations consists first of all of the four basic
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types of relations R— , R^=, Re, R<^9 representing, respectively, identity,
difference, membership, and inclusion relations between the occurrences
of a (same) naming unit as referential descriptions of the corresponding
set theoretical relations between the denotata. Thus, each set of possible
relations in a sequence of occurrences of a naming unit is a matrix of
possible state descriptions (with the restrictions defined by the grammar),
viz, the relation between the first occurrence with the second, between
the second and the third, ... etc., and between the second and the first,
the second and the second, the second and the third, etc. . . . between the
wth and the nih. In a similar way we define other referential sequences of
a given string. Once established this system of referential relations, each
occurrence of a naming unit is associated with its referential characteriza-
tion (its place in a relation) and the corresponding linguistic means
([injdefinite articles, prepositions, etc.). Since a string of sentences thus
receives a fuller structural description, G$ is superior in strong generative
capacity with respect to G$.

3.5.4. From this very rough characterization of an example of the
mathematical description of the mechanism of cross-reference, one of
the components of a text grammar, we saw that essentially set theory and
its theorems served as the basic model, especially the properties of the
relations of identity, difference, membership, and inclusion. Further some
notions from matrix theory were necessary to define the possible state
descriptions of denotata and corresponding occurrences of naming units.
Already Harris (1952) in his early approach thus made use of matrices
for the description of discourse structure. Finally function theory was
used to map sets of denotative relations onto sets of relations between
linguistic units.

Notice that Palek's models in principle can also be used for the definiton
of coherence on a semantic basis. In that case the referential description
will be matched with a description of the relations between lexemes and
groups of lexemes. The same set of relations will then probably be neces-
sary and defined over configurations of semantic features: identity,
difference, inclusion, membership, and further undoubtedly intersection.
Such a description is necessary in an adequate grammar because the
relations between sentences are only rarely based on identical naming
units.

3.5.5. Let us consider briefly some other branches of mathematics which
might supply models for text grammars. Recall that we required a GT
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to produce descriptions of macro-structures underlying sequential
surface structure. In this respect GT has stronger generative capacity
than Gg which only assigns superficial relational structure to a string.
The base-grammar generating these macro-structures was sketched earlier
with the aid of a logical model. The problem at issue now is the elabor-
ation of the system relating macro-structure with micro-structures.
Which types of rules are necessary for this mapping and what are their
mathematical properties? These rules must somehow relate any element
of the macro-structure M with a corresponding element in each sentence
(micro-structure) Si of the surface structure. That is, the model we are
looking for must establish a one-many relationship between M and Σ.
Notice that Σ is an ordered η-tuple of sentences. These sentences, or
rather their deep structure representations, are each isomorphous (or at
least homomorphous) with Μ. The function F mapping Μ onto Σ thus
relates the first element of Μ with all the first elements of Si, the i-th
element of Μ with the z'-th element of each Si, ... the n-th element of Μ
with the n-th element of each Si. Since each macro-lexicoid of Μ can be
considered as a class abstraction, we first substitute the corresponding
class of lexemes for this lexicoid, e.g. as follows: FI -» {x: Fi (x)}. From
this class are selected the (pre-)terminal elements of the S-derivations.
The type of transformation corresponding with the one-many relations
could be called 'poly-transformation' (or P-transformation) since they
have a single structure as input and an ordered η-tuple of isomorphous
structures as output. Surface structures, then, are 'realizations' of the
abstract deep structure model. Its set of functional classes of actions,
agents, patients, etc. represents the abstract macro-content, which is
particularized and distributed at the surface level.

The model informally outlined here is probably too strong and re-
stricted to ideal texts. A more complex model is needed which will more
clearly indicate that Μ is only a global derivational constraint upon the
formation of Σ. Not any S-formation is directly guided by Af, but only
the sets formed by the predicates and argument-types of all the sentences
of the text.

3.5.6. Leaving the still obscure domain of macro-structures and its
relations with surface structure, we will finally return to some mathe-
matical models for the description of intersentential structures in texts.

Superficially studied, then, a text is an ordered η-tuple of sentences
ordered by the relation of preceding: Free (Si_i, Si), defined over unan-
alyzed sentences. (It might be more appropriate to localize this descrip-
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tion somewhat deeper, e.g., on the level of semantic representations. In
that case we would define the text as a morpho-syntactic realization of an
ordered η-tuple of propositions). This relation is non-reflexive, non-
symmetric and transitive. Its converse, the relation of 'following' will be
less interesting, since, as we saw earlier, the whole linguistic mechanism
of cross-reference (pronominalization, definitivization, topic-comment,
etc.) is based on the structure of preceding propositions and their
elements. Let us stress again that we here describe a linear surface level
and its corresponding notion of intersentential coherence. Although, as
was demonstrated by Palek (1968), Kummer (1971a, b, c) and others, a
processual description of the subsequent 'states' of the texts in its sen-
tences is very important, it is not sufficient to describe texts with the aid
of such linear, finite state models. The determination of semantic content
does not depend merely on the set of transition rules Si Λ 83 Λ ...,... Λ
Si_i, as a sort of composition function fi ο f% ο fa ο ... o f(Si), but is
globally programmed by the abstract underlying macro-structure. At the
surface level this implies that Si+i, Si+2, ..., *Sn may retro-determine the
semantic structure of the propositions Si, S%9 ..., Si, which were at first
either ambiguous or unspecified. The semantic relations holding in the
ordered η-tuple, then, seem therefore essentially symmetric: if sentence
Si is dependent on Sj5 then Sj is dependent on Si. Of course, this is true
only with respect to the general theoretical property of dependency, not
of specific semantic relations between elements of the respective sentence:
if R (x,y) then - R (y,x).

3.5.7. The notion of dependency is obviously of particular importance
in T-grammars: surface structures depend on deep structures, sentences
depend on other sentences and their elements and structures upon
elements and structures in those other sentences. Mathematical models
for dependency grammars are well-known, and we might profit from them
to state textual relations. Notice that these are probably not simply
described by (transformation rules as in generative S-grammars.
Proceeding from functional (analytic) calculi to algebraic systems,
categorial (or dependency) grammars have been modelled especially on
LeSniewski's/Ajdukiewicz's Associative syntactic calculus, where primitive
categories and derived categories analyze a string until an S-symbol is
reached.

As was demonstrated by Chomsky (1963), such models are far too com-
plex and descriptively inadequate and, therefore, textual dependencies
would involve extremely complicated notations (when there are no
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recursive elements). Such a system would demonstrate more clearly than
a PS-grammar not only how elements in a sentence are functionally
related, but also how elements in different sentences are related, especially
when we use indices (or some related device) to identify the categories.
A (transitive) verb in Si may thus formally depend (e.g. as a consequence)
on a verb in Si_j (where i > j): ... [n/Si_j] /n... [[n/Si^j] /n] / [[n/

SJ/n]. The copying procedure here is a formal way of representing
(parts of) presuppositions. In a similar way we may represent dependency
relations between sentences in a text. The trivial (primitive) symbol would
then be t (for text). A premiss, condition, or cause could then be rendered
as [t/s] and a consequence as [t/s]/t, where the sequence [t/s], [t/sj/t
resolves in a specific text (an implication) (cf. Geach, 1970). Here we
cannot investigate the further formal properties of such dependency
systems, but any satisfactory T-grammar must include a device which
registrates these dependencies. Simple coordination by a rule-schema does
not produce this structure, although intersentential connectors can be
introduced as (logico-)semantic constants. For the dependency-relations
between other elements we have to investigate how propositional phrase
markers can be combined into complex phrase markers when these
relations are explicitly given.

3.5.8. Other types of algebraic models have already been discussed:
since a textual language is also generated by the binary operation (of
concatenation) over a terminal vocabulary FT, they can be considered as
semi-groups. More specifically generative grammars are semi-Thue-
systems defined as ordered quadruples <FA, FT, S, R). Text grammars
have the same form but only a different starting symbol and different sets
of rules (productions) and categories. The theory of abstract automata, as
we saw, will define a text in a processual way, by specifying its consecu-
tive states. The rules of transition would probably have a semantical
and relational character, i.e., when one of the lexemes has an identity,
inclusion, membership, relation or when state Si_i is a necessary and/or
sufficient condition for Si. These relations determine the ordered set
of (cumulative) definite (identifying) description of the individuals.

3.5.9. Finally, texts were considered as matrices, that is as ordered
m-tuples of η-tuples, e.g. for m sentences having each n elements. Clearly
not every concrete sentence will have n elements, but there are n possible
theoretical 'places' for the elements of a sentence of which some may be
empty. These places, for example, are the predicates and arguments of a
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relational actant-structure. In this way it is easy to compare explictly the
structures of the subsequent sentences of a text. Notice that such matrices
may be constructed simply by the rules of grammar and a recursive
device which will construct, m times, similar rows of a vector (the
sentence).

3.5.10. The last group of models we may consider are of geometrical
nature, although of course closely related with the previous ones. Besides
the already mentioned theory of graphs — as representations of complex
(partial) order relations (e.g. of macro-phrase-markers, of complex
sentential phrase-markers, of relations of linear dependency, of one-
many mappings, etc.), we have all possible topological models here,
when we conceive of texts as (semantic) spaces. Typical concepts of
general topology as 'neighbourhood', 'environment', 'coherence', im-
mediately recall terms from intuitive text theory. When a topological
structure over a vocabulary FT is defined by the fact that any element /
of FT can be assigned a system of subsets of FT (the 'contexts' of/) and
a topological space as the relation between S and FT, we may say that a
text is such a topological space. Such a text is said to be coherent if it
cannot be divided into two (non-void) open subsets. Thus, as soon as an
element of a text cannot be assigned a context (e.g., a lexical relation
defined over sets of features) the text is no longer coherent. Similarly, a
text is coherent when all pairs of coherent subsets intersect non-vacuously.
We here meet the familiar concept of linear coherence: the concatenation
condition for grammatical sequences.

Similarly, other notions of topology like compactness, distance,
overlapping, etc. can serve the study of semantic surface relations between
sentences. Although the application of topology is still embryonic, if
not plainly metaphorical, in this domain, already intuitive connections
with traditional concepts as 'semantic field' suggest interesting possibilities
for a future theory (for example, cf. Edmundson, 1967).

3.5.11. For the description of similar problems we may try to elaborate
models from the theory of (semi-)lattices. Thus, properties of feature
specification, like inclusion of lexeme k by lexeme /j, can be considered as
partially ordering the universe of the lexicon, and therefore defines also
the possible relations between lexemes in subsequent sentences in a text.
If we thus take the lexical surface structure of a text as a partially
ordered set T and the sentence (or sequence) as a set S, we may say that
S has an upper bound in T, if for all lexemes of S there is a lexeme in T
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which is identical or superior to these lexemes, that is if there is a synonym
(having the same number of features) or a hyperonym including these
lexemes. Similarly, S <= τ has a lower bound in Τ if the lexemes of S are
all hyperonyms of a lexeme in T. If these respective lexemes of the text
are immediately hyperonymous (or hyponomous) to those of S they can
be considered as least-upper-bounds (supremum) and greatest lower
bounds (infimum) of the lexemes of S. At first sight these characteriza-
tions do not seem to model the intricate system of linear coherence.
However, first of all the system of macro-structure formation is probably
highly dependent on such notions as (semantic) supremum or infimum.
The process of abstraction, based on the lexical units of the text will tend
to delete lexemes of sentences as soon as a supremum is generated.
Conversely, polytransformational processes will normally particularize
macro-structures to the level of /«/zmwm-lexemes. Further, this model
might enable us to measure linear coherence between the sentences in a
sequence by considering the degrees of particularization or generalization
of their connected lexemes. The closer the semantic connection (i.e. the
smaller the difference in feature specification) the higher will be the linear
coherence of a text. This coherence reaches its maximum when the lexical
elements of sentences have an identical lexeme in a connected sentence.

Since linear coherence is normally defined for pairs (5Ί, #2), ((Si, £2),
£3),..., we may consider a text as a lattice, where each pair has a supremum
and an infimum, viz. Si u Si+i, when S is considered as a set of lexical
elements. It is not possible here to work out in detail these lattice-models
for a theory of semantic coherence in texts. We merely wanted to suggest
their possible relevance (cf. for application, especially phonological,
Brainerd, 1971).

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

4.1. As has become clear from the rapid sketch of some logical and
mathematical models for theory construction in text grammar, only the
main branches of these formal disciplines could be mentioned. Further
research will have to specify the details of their possible relevance. In
many respects, of course, this relevance is shared with their role for
S-grammar, although within the simple sentence (or its underlying
proposition) notions as coherence, consequence, etc. cannot be defined.

4.2. We should stress that the models that were programmatically
considered are models for a grammar, not for a theory of textual per-
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formance. Performance models acquire theoretical relevance only when
based on systematic models. Actually, most of extant work done in the
theory of texts and its models belongs to the theory of performance, even
such that texts ('messages') were simply considered identical with
utterances and therefore beyond the scope of grammar. Here we meet
all inductive (probabilistic) models for probability, stochastic pro-
cesses, information (redundancy), frequencies and their distribution,
etc. which were normally worked out for (empirical) sets of texts
(corpuses). From our theoretical discussion it was obvious that any linear
model, e.g. a Markov chain, cannot be considered as a possible candidate
for a grammar: the complex dependency structure in sentences, and a
fortiori in texts, is not based on transition probabilities. In general the
number of possible texts over a vocabulary FT is theoretically infinite.
Conditional probabilities for strings of say more than 15 words, i.e. for
nearly any text, are therefore not computable: no corpus would be large
enough or sufficiently representative to obtain the relevant data. Infor-
mation, based on probabilities of elements, can therefore not be measured
for meaningful texts, and its technical aspects (as measure for sign-(un)
expectedness) is hardly relevant for an adequate theory of textual
performance. Only global conclusions (hypotheses) may then be made.
We then are left with the traditional statistical techniques for the des-
cription of frequencies, distribution, type/token ratio, variance, etc. of
textual elements in order to characterize it stylistically with respect to a
given corpus. This work and models are well-known and need not be
treated here. We have to repeat however that their theoretical relevance,
as studies of the use of the system, derives from the insight into the
properties of the system. Our claim was that only explicit T-grammars
provide such an insight.

University of Amsterdam
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